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It sounded like nonsense at~st, and I wondered how 

I could ever understand it;/at:'~er undergoing for a year 

the largely unintentional process of absorbing the 

~guage) Norwegia~, I enjoyed speaking it more than I 

did English. The many similarities between Norwegian and 

English make the former quite easy to learn. Words like 

If p ,, ll '' ll rr )\ (r )) '' )i rr '' :r l~ 
arm, mann, ha!.!_<L pen~_, glass, kalendE!!_", kontroll, symbol, 

(I' 11 ,, )1 (f l' (( ll 

bank, kara.kter, kombinasjon, and land_ hardlY need to be 

learned at all. The Norwegians have borrowed 'business,'· 

,,. )) •.· ,, 
bacon, and all right from Rnglish, complete with 

pronunciation. The abbreviation for "automobile" is not 
J.. -

.... t~.-t-4~1• 11 (( " . 
...~~ -~ c.wv- auto, but it is bil. Some Norwegian words, identical to 
~J.;v .a.. "1 

~IV~' 

~, 
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words in English, have different, but similar, meanings, 

like ''fly," which means ~airplf..ne," and ''time," which means 

" ~ 

hour. There are some similarities which seem to have no 

h' J' ,, ,, .. , 

reason: why do uttrykk and a.nta, which mean express and 

/• )I 

assume, respectively, also have the same li~eral meanings 

- d 

as their Fnglish counterparts, namelY press out and take 

" toward, although the literal and the practical meanings 

" .. are far apart? The idioms that has nothing to do with it 

~ ~ 

and you can count on it, when translated li terall;.r, have 

the same meanings in Norwegian, although the principal f 
f 
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" meanings of both count and its Norwegian counterpart are 

the arithmetic operation. 

Not only was I fascinated with such 

interrelationships between the two lP..nguages, but more 

interesting were the differences which I noticed. ' 

Norv.regian pronunciation changes with time, as does 

English, but unlike us, the Norwegians revise their 

spelling to conform to the pronunciation, so that 

Norwegian is, compared ~ith English, very phonetic. We 

Anglicize in speech, but not in writing, the words which 

we borrow; Norwegians do the opposite, as with ~hauffeur/ 

~ 
which thev pronounce as in French but which they., respelled 

's,jaf0r/ The most striking part of Norwegian pronuncie>.tidm 

is the· intonation. Every question ·ends with a high pitch, 

and the pitch glides up and down elsewhere accordin~ to 
a.? 

some rule which is easy to follow but hard to define. 

As in German, Norwegian nouns acting as adjectives 

are often prefixed to the noun they modify, making it 

possible to compose acceptable words of any length. 
,. l' , 
Livsforsikringsselskap, for example, means life insurance 

compan"~r." Compound words are also used to designete 'state 

'' r,. l) rr v T hospital, steamship company, and hot water faucet. he 
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problem of whether to answer "yes" or "no" to negative 

questions, arising from the fact that the intended 

me ning is usuallv op:~osi te to the logicc=l mee..ning, does 

not exist in l~orwegian, which has a specia.l v.:-ord for 

saving "yes" by denying negative questions. While this 

word could useffll.lly be mc;de a pa.rt of English, one that 

could not is the word which many Nor1"7egians habi tuc..lly 

e.dd to abru-:9t- sounding sentences, as if to round them 

out. It hes almost no meaning ~hen used thus, but in anv 

other con text it means 11 therefore, 11 so it has pro babl ,r 

been used to lend the air of logical conclusions to 

shaky statements. Now, however, it is often used even at 

the ends of ~uestions. 

Learning Norwegic.n taught me new ways to regard 

things. If I had ever been asked to name the outstanding 

propertv of a fuse, I would have named its low melting 

point; a Norwegian, however, might well name the safety 

"'hi ch it affords, since the Norvrregian name for it means 

"assurance." I had always regarded a spring as a piece of 

metal shaped so as to provide elasticity and had never 

wondered what had been used for the purpose before metal 

springs could be made; the Norwegian word for "spring" 

gave me a clue, for it means the same as the word for 
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"feather." I had never noticed that light bulbs are 

similar in shape to pears until I learned that those two 

objects have the same name in Norwegian. Learning a new 

lan~a~e made me take a closer look a.t the tool which I 

had been using for communication and made me see clearlv 

that there is not onl~ one tool for the job. 
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